Abstract: Three important properties of Higher-Order Abstract Syntax are the (higherorder) induction principle, which allows proofs by induction, the (higher-order) injection principle, which asserts that equal terms have equal heads and equal sons, and the extensionality principle, which asserts that functional terms which are pointwise equal are equal. Higher-order abstract syntax is implemented for instance in the Edinburgh Logical Framework and the above principles are satis ed by this implementation. But although they can be proved at the meta level, they cannot be proved at the object level and furthermore, it is not so easy to know how to formulate them in a simple way at the object level. We explain here how Second-Order Abstract Syntax can be implemented in a more powerful type system (Coq) in such a way as to make available or provable (at the object level) the corresponding induction, injection and extensionality principles. 
Introduction
The original motivation of our work is to investigate how to use a powerful theorem prover to perform proofs in Natural Semantics Kah87] Let us explain, on the above example, the main features of our solution.
In order to avoid negative positions, we use the following trick. We use a set var for variables, introduced by the following declaration:
Variable var : Set: together with an axiom providing var with two distinct values. This assumption is much weaker than the usual one concerning variables. This re ects the fact that our treatment of variables is genuinely higher-order. Our lam-constructor has for its argument a function from var to L instead of from L to L. In order to complete the picture, we also need a constructor from var to L. This yields the following inductive declaration:
Inductive RR n 2292
Here below we explore the latter solution, which appeared to be the simplest one. Our in nite lists are easily equipped with the usual terms cons, car and cdr. Thus our nal syntax is made of terms of type (list L) ! L. Not all such terms are convenient and we have to rule out exotic terms through a predicate V alid of type nat ! ((list L) ! L) ! Prop. Finally, we have to identify V alid terms which are extensionally equal in some natural sense; this is because Coq's object equality (more precisely the polymorphic equality on Sets provided in Coq) is not extensional.
The desired induction principle is generated by the inductive de nition of V alid. The extensionality principle is given for free by our ad-hoc equality. As for the injection principle, we are able to prove it at the object level.
Our implementation of second-order syntax would be meaningless from our point of view if it did not allow convincing formulations and proofs in semantics. We wish to address this problem systematically in the future. In this paper, we present brie y a signi cant example, namely an implementation of a translation from a rst-order (de Bruijn) version of our simply typed -calculus to our second-order description of the same calculus, together with the formulation and proof (at the object level) of the correctness of this translation. This proof illustrates nicely the use of the induction and injection principles on both sides.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain our implementation of the above example of a simply-typed -calculus. In subsection 2.1, we review a rst-order implementation of our -calculus in Coq. In subsection 2.2, we introduce our provisional syntax and discuss its properties. In subsection 2.3, we present our nal syntax. In order to build a complete proof of the injection principle, we were led to introduce ad-hoc extensional notions of equality, which are studied here. In subsection 2.4, we present our object-level proof of translation. The statements proved in this subsection 2.4 are not the natural ones, since they involve our notion of equality, instead of Coq's object equality. This makes them more cumbersome. In subsection 2.5, we discuss alternative approaches through extensionality axioms needed for proofs of the original statements (those involving Coq's object equality). In section 3, we explain how to implement similarly a large class of second-order syntaxes. Related works are discussed in section 4, while future works are presented in the conclusion.
Note: Throughout the paper, Coq terms are pretty-printed using , 8 and 9 in place of ], ( ) and exists( ] ). We also omit the type information in the Match ((< T > Match )) and in Coq's object equality on Sets (< T > = ).
An example
We explain in this section our implementation of the example of the simply-typed -calculus considered in the above introduction. Inversion. This is an important tool in Coq. As induction is not allowed on partially instanciated terms, a standard way to simulate a double induction on two predicates is to use induction on the rst predicate, followed by the use of the inversion rules of the second predicate. We give here as an example, the inversion rules for the following predicate valid, which makes it possible to characterize closed terms (through the predicate (valid 0)).
Inductive 
Provisional setting
In this section, we explain our provisional syntax. At rst, we introduce a type var for variables.
Variable var : Set:
The keyword Variable makes var universally quanti ed for the rest of the session. Next we make sure that var is inhabited by at least two distinct values:
Axiom var 2 : 9x; y : var: (x 6 = y): Now our provisional syntax L is as follows:
This de nition generates some exotic terms: indeed, we want the type var to be used only for (bound) meta-variables; those terms using (ground) values of type var have to be Extensionality. As in the rst-order case, the Match operator will generate for instance a term of type L ! L which is extensionally equal but not equal to the identity on L. Even after having ruled out exotic terms and gone to the higher-order setting, it seems quite INRIA hard, and maybe impossible, to prove the desired extensionality principle. That is why we introduce the ad-hoc notions of equality, which give the desired extensionality principle for free. As in the rst-order case, where we have given the inversion rules for the valid predicate, the previous rst injection principle for L makes it possible to prove the rules for inversion of eq L .
Second injection principle. We now have to suit our injection principle to this new equality.
We get a package of six theorems, the proofs of which mainly use the inversion of eq L .
Theorem (f x) = (g x)) ! f = g: Actually, this problem of extensionality is recurrent all over our work.
Higher-order constructors. We shall implement our higher-order syntax within the type (list L) ! L, which will be denoted as LL. Exotic terms will be ruled out easily, and we shall be able to de ne a suitable equality. We introduce what we call the higher-order constructors, which will make apparent the tree structure of our higher-order terms. In fact, as for the injection principle given at the end of the previous section, we have to use a modi ed version of the translation given above, involving our ad hoc equality eq LL given below, instead of Coq's object equality. For example, the rst rule of trans has to be read as: Coarse equality. In order to prove the desired extensionality principle, we shall de ne two notions of equality which we shall prove to coincide on well-formed terms. We start with the coarser one: two terms are made equal by this de nition if they associate equal (in the sense of eq L ) values to any list of variables:
De nition eq LLv = a; b : LL:8x : (list var):
(eq L (a (map var L V ar x))(b (map var L V ar x))):
Extensional equality. We now turn to our nal notion of equality. This induction principle is the exact counterpart of the induction principle generated by the de nition of fol. We shall also need the counterpart of the induction principle generated by the de nition of valid. For that, we just have to de ne the counterpart of valid:
Proof of translation
In this section we shall describe a proof of correctness of our translation from the rst-order syntax fol into the higher-order syntax L. Remember that we consider the variant of the translation given in 2.3 suited to our notion of equality. This example of proof illustrates two of our goals. Firstly, it is an example of a proof of adequacy of syntaxes. Secondly, it is an example of a proof in semantics, that makes intensive use of the tools that we have developed in the previous sections. The correctness of our translation consists in four theorems, stating that the trans relation is a surjective function in both directions:
Theorem trans sur l : 8e : fol:8n : nat:(valid n e) ! 9e These four theorems are easily reduced to corresponding lemmas which do not involve the valid or V alid conditions. The proofs of the rst two lemmas, stating surjectivity, are straightforward. The proofs of the last two lemmas proceed by a double induction on trans, (more exactly induction on trans followed by an inversion of trans). These proofs use all the injection principles given in the previous subsections.
Alternative approaches
The reason why we had to introduce ad-hoc equalities could be concentrated in the following statement:
Axiom ext l : 8A : Set:8f; g : (list A): (8x : nat:(f x) = (g x)) ! f = g:
This axiom is certainly not provable, since it modi es Coq's object equality by identifying for example the identity function on nat and the following term of type nat ! nat, which are extensionally equal: x : nat: (M atch x with ( 0 ) 0 ( (S x) ) x; h x : nat:(S x)).
If we assume this ext l axiom, we are able to implement our language and to prove the higher-order injection principle in a simpler way, without introducing ad-hoc equalities. Thus we wonder if this very natural axiom could be assumed without making the whole system inconsistent.
A less controversial -and still su cient-axiom is the following one (where wf is de ned using = instead of eq LL ):
Axiom ext wf = 8e : LL:(wf e) ! 8x; y : (list L): (8n : nat:(x n) = (y n)) ! (e x) = (e y):
INRIA It seems quite di cult to prove this axiom at the object-level. However, it is possible to prove it at the meta-level.
Generalization
In this section, we explain how the ideas described above make it possible to implement in Coq, any second-order abstract syntax in the sense of DH94], together with the corresponding induction, injection and extensionality principles.
The data
We consider here an arbitrary second-order abstract syntax, given for instance by a LF signature as follows: where the L i 's (denoting types) and the c i 's (denoting constructors of these types) are identi ers, while the T i 's belong to the grammar T de ned as follows:
To the previous sequence of grammars, we associate the following one, which is suited for replacing, in terms of T, negative occurrences of L's by the corresponding V 's:
Since there is a natural bijection between the terms in L and the terms in V , there is also a natural bijection between the terms in A and the terms in A v , and also between the terms in T and the terms in T 
Preliminary declarations
Now we describe a list of Coq declarations which are necessary for our implementation of this syntax. For this we introduce some further notations.
At For each j 2 1 : : : m we also have:
Theorem V ar C j : 8x : (pvar p j ):8y 1 : t j;1 : : : : 8y a j : t j;a j : :((V ar p j x) = (C j y 1 : : : y a j )): And for any couple i < j in 1 : : : m satisfying p i = p j , we have:
Theorem C i C j : 8x 1 : t i;1 : : : : 8x a i : t i;a i :8y 1 : t j;1 : : : : 8y a j : t j;a j : :((C i x 1 : : : x a i ) = (C j y 1 : : : y a j )):
The ad-hoc equality is introduced by the following de nition: The second ground injection principle is again a package of four series of theorems. We only give one of them here. The others are a simple modi cation of the injection principle given above, where Coq's object equality on L is replaced by our eq L equality. In the following de nition of our coarse equality, the term mmap, standing for`multi-map', is the evident one:
De nition eq LLv = p : Param: E; E 0 : (LL p):8x : (mlist pvar): (eq L p (E (mmap var L V ar x)) (E 0 (mmap var L V ar x))):
Here is now our nal notion of equality, which is ner than the previous one: In order to state adequacy, we have to build some category DH94]. Let S be a secondorder abstract syntax given as in the previous statement, with the integers n, m, a, b, p, q. The corresponding sequence of de nitions listed above generates Coq types (L P i )'s and (LL P j )'s, the predicate V alid and equalities eq L and eq LL from which we build a Cartesian category S C oq as follows.
The objects of S C oq are (indexed by) sequences of n natural integers, and product of objects corresponds to addition of sequences. We denote by L I the object indexed by the sequence I = (i 1 ; : : : ; i n ). In order to describe morphisms in S C oq , since it is Cartesian, it is su cient to describe Hom(L I ; X) for indecomposable X's. The indecomposable objects are those indexed by the indecomposable indices, namely I 1 := (1; 0; : : : ; 0),: : : , I n := (0; : : : ; 0; 1). We take for Hom(L I ; L I j ) the set of Coq terms t of type (LL P j ) satisfying (V alid i 1 i n t), modulo the equivalence relation (eq LL P j ) (we hope the category structure is su ciently apparent; to settle it, one should use the properties of eq LL listed above). Now, we can state the adequacy statement.
Theorem 2. Let S be a second-order abstract syntax given as in the previous statement.
Then the cartesian category S C oq is naturally isomorphic with the rst-order part of S.
Thus, for a second-order abstract syntax given by a LF signature as in 3.1, we have implemented rst order terms (i.e. terms whose type has shape L i 1 ! ! L i n ! L i 0 ) as classes (with respect to some object-level equivalence relation, here eq LL ) of (tuples of) terms of some object-level type (here, roughly speaking, LL) satisfying some object-level predicate (here V alid).
Note that, in contrast with the natural LF implementation, we only implement rst-order terms. This is su cient for semantics purposes. On the other hand, using systematically Coq's inductive types, Gerard Huet developed in Coq a theory of simply-typed -calculus with complete proofs in the rst-order setting.
To our knowledge, the method described in the present paper is the rst one which allows writing semantics on higher-order abstract syntax in a system which provides inductive types.
INRIA 5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have explained how to implement in Coq any second-order abstract syntax together with the corresponding induction, injection and extensionality principles. In performing this task, our main trouble came from the fact that Coq's object equality is not extensional. We have also produced samples of proofs using extensively these principles. Our work would not be relevant if our implementation of second-order syntax did not allow smooth formulation and object proofs for semantics. Although not presented here, we have already gathered a lot of positive experience about this and our next task is to present them in a systematic treatment. Just to satisfy the curiosity of the reader, we give here a rule for -reduction: Another task is to design and implement a top-level over Coq providing user-friendly support for implementing in our way object second-order syntaxes and performing object proofs on them. On the other hand, before tightening de nitely our project to Coq, it seems reasonable to explore other theorem provers equipped with induction, in particular HOL and Isabelle, in order to verify that the di culties we have encountered could not be overcome there in an easier way.
